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EMBEDDINGS OF LORENTZIAN MANIFOLDS BY SOLUTIONS
OF THE D'ALEMBERTIAN EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This paper will be concerned with how abstract manifolds can be

embedded into euclidean spaces, as well as into pseudo-euclidean

spaces, by solutions of the d'Alembertian equation.

At this point, it seems appropriate to survey briefly the history

of the embedding problem, including the isometric embedding of an

abstract manifold into a euclidean space.

The concept of an abstract manifold with a metric structure was

first explicitly formulated in 1854 by Riemann. Almost immediately,

the embedding problems (isometric embedding) assumed a position of

fundamental conceptual importance in differential geometry. These

problems concern the question of the existence of concrete realizations

in a euclidean space, of the abstract manifolds initially considered

by Riemann.

In 1873 SchlEfli [33] accurately conjectured that a Riemannian

manifold with positive definite analytic metric can be embedded into a

euclidean space with a suitable dimension. Beginning in 1900, many

mathematicians used Schlalfli's conjecture to address this problem in

several ways. These mathematicians included Janet, Cartan, Burstein,

Tompkins (see Bibliography in Nash [25]),Nirenberg [26], Malgrange

[23], Morrey [24], Whitney [40], Nash [25] and others. Whitney and

Nash's works appear to be the most useful for further investigation



of the problem.

Recently, Greene [9], Friedman [4], Clarke [2] and Gromov [11]

have approached the various cases: A Riemannian (pseudo-Riemannian)

manifold can be embedded into a euclidean (pseudo-euclidean) space.

Essentially most of their devices are concerned with approximating

functions topologically, Perturbing the metrics and smoothing the

related functions in order to get Ck-embeddings, k=1,2,..., 03, and

analytic embeddings together with the differentiability of the metric.

By virtue of these works, the embedding problems of an abstract

General Relativity (Lorentzian) space could be addressed.

Greene and Wu [10], Nirenberg [26] and Lewy (see Bibliography in

Nash [25]) have treated the problems from the viewpoint of partial

differential equations. These results can probably be sharpened with

respect to differentiability, but dimensionally they are clearly

optimal.

Of course, there still exist many open problems of embeddings

(isometric embeddings) of manifolds; e.g., minimization of dimensions

of euclidean (pseudo-euclidean) spaces into which the manifolds can be

embedded. In the most recent, Greene and Wu's works [10] concerning

the embeddings of Riemannian manifolds by solutions of harmonic equa-

tion were provided from the ample well-known properties of the ellip-

tic partial differential operator and those of solutions of harmonic

equation.

Our topic - the embeddings of Lorentzian manifolds by solutions

of the d'Alembertian equations - is related to hyperbolic partial

2



differential equations and operators on a manifold with Lorentzian

metric .

In contrast with the elliptic case , our topic encompasses many

more difficulties. These include solvability, domain of dependence,

domain of influence, the possibility of the global solvability, the

global hyperbolicity of the manifolds, singularities, approximations

of local solutions by the global solutions, and so on. Moreover, the

limit of a sequence of harmonic functions under C -topology which is a

Frechet space, can again be a harmonic function, but solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations do not have, in general, such a property from

a Frechet space

Because of such difficulties and obstacles, we will reasonably

approach our problem by choosing a suitable topology of distributions

(generalized functions). We will see this topology later and call it

the strong topology of distributions. Fortunately, this approach has

many advantages mathematically and physically; if a sequence of solu-

tions of a wave equation converges in this topology, then its limit is

again a solution of the equation. Generally it may be said that

distribution theory enlarges the scope of the theory of partial dif-

ferential equations in a useful way. It provides some technical advan-

tages for the wave equations and makes it possible to treat systematical-

ly such objects as discontinuous solutions, physical facts (singular

behavior in physical phenomena, space-time singularities, etc.).

We will arrange this paper as follows:

Chapter I will include well-known definitions and general remarks

essential to our topic. Some other definitions and remarks will also

3



be described as the need arises in Chapters II, III and IV.

In Chapter II, Lemma 1 and Corollary 2 will show that each point

of a manifold M has a Ck coordinate chart, k 1 2, in terms of

solutions of the d'Alembertian equations. Using these results, Lemma

4 will demonstrate that any compact subset of M can be embedded into

a euclidean space. Lemma 3 proves that the set of all solutions of

the d'Alembertian equations is a closed subspace of the space of dis-

tributions in the strong topology of distributions. This lemma is

the most useful for our topic. Lemmas.S, 6, and 7 relate to Whitney's

projections for the dimensionality of embeddings. Lemma 8 proves that

the set of embeddings of a compact subset of M is an open dense in

the space of solutions of the d'Alembertian equations for the strong

topology of distributions. We can show in Lemma 9 that surprisingly

the space of all solutions of the d'Alembertian equations has the

Baire property for our topology. Applying all these results, Lemma 10

proves that a set of embeddings of M into M2ra-4-1 (m = dimension of

M) is a dense subset. This lemma obviously guarantees the existence

of an embedding of M into.2m+1 in terms of solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations (Theorem 1).

The lemmas and theorems constructed in Chapter II provide the

framework of this paper and will be used in the further development of

embeddings of Lorentzian manifolds in Chapters III and IV. We will

get the possibility of embedding of M into a pseudo-euclidean space

in terms of solutions of the d'Alembertian equations by applying

Theorem 1 from Chapter II and several lemmas constructed in Chapter

III (Theorem 2). We also obtain that any globally hyperbolic

4
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Lorentzian manifold M can be embedded into a Minkowski space of

appropriate dimension by solutions of the equations such that the

induced metric on M is Lorentzian (Corollary 15).

Finally, in Chapter IV, we will show that a set of proper embed-

dings of a compact subset of M by solutions of the d'Alembertian

equations is an open set in the strong topology of distributions

(Lemma 16).

If the Runge Property of the solutions of the d'Alembertian

equations on M were true, then we might more effectively prove the

existence of proper mappings of M into a euclidean (pseudo-

euclidean) space. However, Plis [29] shows that this property is not

valid for the case of hyperbolic partial differential equations on

Lorentzian manifold.

Lemma 18 shows that if a connected open Lorentzian manifold M

is globally hyperbolic, then there exists a sequence of compact sub-

sets of M and a solution of the d'Alembertian equation on M such

that this solution satisfies, on each compact subset, a certain

desirable condition which is related to proper mappings of M.

By Lemna 18, we can prove the existence of proper mappings of M

into a euclidean space by solutions of the d'Alembertian equations

(Lemma 19).

If we apply most of the lemmas and theorems in Chapters II, III,

and IV, we can show that any connected open Lorentzian manifold which

is globally hyperbolic can be properly embedded into a euclidean

(pseudo-euclidean) space by solutions of the d'Alembertian equations

on M (Theorem 4 and Corollary 20).



Throughout this paper, we should like to emphasize that our

embeddings are Ck (k 2), and that these mappings can preserve many

physical characteristics by using distributions and distribution

topology.

6



I. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout this paper a manifold M will be restricted to an

orientable space which is C, connected, non-compact, paracompact,

Hausdorff, time orientable, and has dimension m.

The metrics we will be concerned with will be Riemannian metrics

and Lorentzian metrics on M. A manifold will be called a Lorentzian

manifold if the manifold is equipped with a Lorentzian metric.

We know that such a manifold can always admit many Riemannian

and pseudo-Riemannian metrics. A Lorentzian metric is one of the

pseudo-Riemannian metrics, that is, the metric which the modulus of

the signature of the metric is m-2 or 2-m.

The signature of the metric is independent of the choice of the

local coordinate charts if M is connected. Physically we have no

knowledge of any disconnected component (Hawking and Ellis [14]).

M is taken to be Hausdorff since this seems to be in accord with

normal experience physically (Hawking and Ellis [14]). The dif-

ferentiability of a manifold is not important because it does not play

an important role physically. Therefore, our manifold is taken to be

co

C (smooth). Non-compactness of our manifold, that is, our manifold

cannot be covered by a finite subcovering of the given covering, is

necessary for embeddings of the manifold by solutions of harmonic

equations. Such solutions will always be constant by the maximum

principle property if the manifold is compact. In contrast, the case

7
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of the d'Alembertian equation is different since the maximum principle

property cannot be true for their solutions. However, if compactness

is admitted, then this allows violations of the physical world and

mathematically presents many obstacles for the d'Alembertian equations

(Friedlander [3], Hawking and Ellis [14], Hormander [16] and Leray

[21].

A Ck paracompact manifold admits a Ck-1 Lorentzian metric if

and only if it admits a nonvanishing Ck-1 line element field (Hawk-

ing and Ellis [14]). Any noncompact manifold admits a line element

field, while a compact manifold does so if and only if its Euler in-

variant is zero. For example, the torus T2 admits a line element

field, but the sphere S2 does not. Also, any compact four dimen-

sional manifold on which there is a Lorentzian metric cannot be simply

connected (Steenrod [36]). It seems physically reasonable not to

identify points but to regard the covering manifold as representing

space-time (Hawking and Ellis [14]). Another physical obstacle is .

that the chronology violating set of the manifold is non-empty if the

manifold is compact (see pages 189-190 in Hawking and Ellis [141).

This fact leads to unreasonable physical obstacles (Hawking [12]).

Since the metric is, generally speaking, the gravitational

potential and Einstein equation replaces Poisson's equation in general

relativity, the differentiability of the metric is physically signifi-

cant. Thus, we will be concerned with smooth metric tensors on a

manifold except in Chapter III.

A manifold with a Lorentzian metric will be said to be a

Lorentzian manifold (space-time).
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Let M be a space-time (Lorentzian manifold) and TM be the

tangent space of M at p in M. A vector V in TM is called,

that is, even when the dimension of M is not 4,

timelike if <V,V> > 0

null if <V,V> = 0 and V 0, and

spacelike if <V,V> < 0

The set of all null vectors at p will be called the tangent

null cone at p; the timelike vectors are its interior, and the space-

like vectors are its exterior.

A hypersurface will be called spacelike, null, or timelike if its

tangent hyperplane is spacelike null, or timelike respectively.

Now suppose that a subset 2 of M is an open set, S is a

hypersurface in C2, and there exists a function u on SI such that

u(p) = 0, and

Vu 0 on S,

where V is gradient.

As Vu is normal to S, we see that S is

spacelike if <7u,Vu>1u=0 > 0

null if <Vu,Vu>
u=0

=0 and

timelike if <Vu,Vu>1u=0 < 0 .



7.7u = !IC 2 3x.
1.

1 ' ' 3uID
l'g 3x.

where g is a Lorentzian metric, Igl determinant of g,

absolute value of gl , that is,

/
gll- = fdet .gli

and gij is a component of the inverse of the matrix (g..) consisting
13

of components of the metric tensor g. For a Riemannian metric, the

operator so obtained is the Laplacian A; but for a Lorentzian metric -

the case with which we shall be concerned - the operator is called the

d'Alembertian, and will be denoted by E], and we will call the

d'Alembertian equation Ou = 0.

10

If every non-spacelike vector on a connected open subset of a

space-time can be continuously defined by two classes, which we

arbitrarily label future- and past-directed, we shall say that the set

is time-orientable. If it is possible to divide bases of the space-

like axis into right-handed and left-handed bases in a continuous man-

ner, then we say that the space-time is space-orientable. Geroch

[6, 7], and Hawking and Ellis [14] showed that, if we assume that the

space-time is time-orientable, it must also be space-orientable. This

time-orientation of the space-time is necessary for the global hyper-

bolicity and particularly for the d'Alembertian equations.

By taking the covariant and contravariant derivatives of a scalar

field, the divergence of the gradient of a scalar field becomes an

invariant second order linear partial differential operator,
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The analogue of Laplace's equation Au = 0 is the harmonic

equation for the Riemannian metric.

We know that 0 is strong, self-adjoint, continuous, homogeneous

second order, linear partial differential operator which is hyperbolic

on a domain (Friedlander [3] and HOrmander [16]). Moreover, it is

'invariant by Lorentzian transformations. The general wave equation is

expressed by

Pu u + <V,Vu> + au = f

where P is continuous second order linear partial differential

operator, V gradient, V a smooth vector field, a and f are

smooth scalar fields. Thus, Du = 0 is a wave equation.

We will also treat a vector valued wave equation, i.e., a system

of the d'Alembertian equations. The ordinary wave (d'Alembertian)

equation means the coefficients of the equation are -1 and the rest'

+1. Throughout, we will be concerned with the equation, u = 0, and

their solutions. All functions are real valued in this paper. Solu-

tions of the equation often will be related to the cauchv data pre-

scribed on a spacelike hypersurface. Such problems are also related

closely to causal domains and emissions, because of the existence of

their solutions, the domain of definition for Du = 0, supports of

solutions, the well-posed problem, and so on (Friedlander [3] and

Leray [21]).

The order of differentiability of solutions of Du = 0, as we

know, depends completely on the data functions in the case of the
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cauchy problem. Regardless, we will treat all solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations which could be solved by the methods of dis-

tributions or the classical methods. Whenever solutions of these

equations are concerned, their orders of differentiabilities may be

assumed larger than or equal to two because the equations are second

order partial differential equations.

Let Q be a geodesecially convex domain being time-orientable,

and let q be a point of Q. The future null semi-cone C+(q) is

defined by the set of all points p in S-2 that can be reached along

future-directed null geodesics from q; the future dependence domain

D+(q) is defined by the set of all points p in Q that can be

reached along future-directed time-like geodesics from q. The past

null semi-cone C(q) and the past dependence domain D(q) are

defined similarly.

J+(q) is the set comprising q together with all points from q

by a positively oriented nonspace-like curve, that is, one whose

tangent vector has non-positive length-squared. J(q) is defined

similarly.

These sets, J+(q), J (q), will be called the future emission at

q and the past emission at q, respectively. Then we have the fol-

lowing well known relations (Friedlander [3], Hawking and Ellis [14]

and Leray [21]):

_ +
C(q) = (q)

J+(q) = D±(q) , J (q) = D (q)

J+(A) =+(q) J (A) = (q)

qE A q A

c (q) = 3D (q)



for q E .C-2 and a subset A, where indicates closure and

boundary.

A connected open set Q will be called a causal domain if

there is a geodesically convex domain
Qo

such that C2 C:o,
and

J(q)fl J (p) is a compact subset of 0, or void for all pairs

of points p, q in S2.

A set S C:
2o

is called past-compact

empty) for all p in 00; it is called

is compact (or empty) for all p in :20

compact, J+(S) is past-compact, and i

J(s) is future-compact.

It is well-known that every point of M has a neighborhood which

is a causal domain (see Friedlander [33). The strong causality condi-

tion is said to hold at p if every neighborhood of p contains a

neighborhood of p which no non-spacelike curve intersects more than

once. Using these, we will describe the global hyperbolicity of M

later.

We will only consider the d'Alembertian equations Du = 0 defined

on a causal domain 0 because of the construction of the fundamental

solutions of the equations.

A mapping u:M MP will be said a Ck-embedding if

1) u is of differentiability class Ck (k 0) and u, has

rank in at all points in M

if J (p)(-) S is compact (or

future-compact if J+(p)(-) S

Notice, if SC: 20 is past-

f S C: 2o is future-compact,

13



2) u is injective,

where asP means a p+q - dimensional euclidean space with p-positive

eigenvalues and q-negative eigenvalues in the usual metric tensor

(usually it is called a pseudo-euclidean space with signature (p,q)).

Let L(f) be the limit set of f, that is,

L(f) = fy E R 1 for each divergent sequence fxn1 in M

f(xn) = yn
converges to y in R .

In addition to (1) and (2) above, if L(u) has a null intersec-

tion with u(M), then u is called a proper embedding. If (1) is

satisfied only, then u is called an immersion.

Remark. By taking a Minkowski space as an example, our signature

convention of Cu will be

flu = - 92u32u 32u--+------+ + ,

3t2 3x2 3z

where (t, x, z) is a coordinate of the Minkowski

space.

14



II. EMBEDDINGS OF LORENTIAN MANIFOLD INTO
A EUCLIDEAN SPACE

In order to approach our goal, we will first prove an important

Lemma 1. We will prove the lemma by using the well-posed cauchy prob-

lems of the d'Alembertian equation on a causal domain in a coordinate

chart at p whose data are prescribed on a past (future) compact

spacelike hypersurface. Moreover the data must satisfy the compatibi-

lity relation given below. Such a hypersurface should be considered

as the boundary of its future (past) emission for the well-posed prob-

lem, and this hypersurface is then the spatial boundary of its future

(past) emission. There are, in general, many choices of such hyper-

surfaces at p, because the choice of such a hypersurface depends on

the coordinate charts with Lorentzian metrics and the operator 0 .

A past-compact spacelike hypersurface S in a causal domain 20

in a coordinate chart 2 at p which is the boundary of its future

emission J+(S) is illustrated by the following figure, where S con-

sists of a, b, c and d, and a', b', c', d' and e' are characteristics.

15

Figure 2.1. Future emission.



Suppose S = (xm = 01 is a spacelike hypersurface in 2, where

0 is a coordinate chart with coordinates (xl, xm_i, xm) =

(x, xm) in a Minkowski space.

Let u be a real valued function on 2, ul = uo(x), W be a

vector at p E s C: 2, and V be an arbitrary vector in Tp(S),

m-1 m-1
a a 3

W = 1+ a and V = b.ai X. 3x 1 3x.
i=1 1 m i=1 i

If

then

where

m-1 au
du l = du = d x.

ax. 1
i=1

If we replace W by Vu, we have

m-1 3u

Vu =
31-1 3

3x. ax. ax ax
i=1 1 1 m m

auo
a. =

1 ax.

m-1
3uo

Contraction (du 0 V) = b.
1 3x.

i=1 1

m-1
= <W,V> = - a.b.

1
i=1

(i = 1,2, . ,m-1)

16

with respect to a special metric, i.e., the diagonalized metric tensor



We will say that the data for the cauchy problem satisfy the

compatibility relation in a Lorentzian manifold if the following

holds:

Contraction
(duo

v) <vu,v> for all V E Tp(S)

where S is a spacelike hypersurface, and uo = u . That is, the

gradient of u on S

= the gradient of uo

= arbitrary tangent projection on S of the total gradient

Vu.

The cauchy problem for the d'Alembertian equation is to find a

Ck, 2 k 03, solution of the equation in a neighborhood of a hyper-

surface S, given u and Vu on S.

We know that the differentialibity of solution depends on the

data. However, this problem is not well-posed if S is a characteris-

tic surface. The well-posed cauchy problem of the d'Alembertian

equation is: Let 2 be a coordinate chart and Qo be a causal domain

in Q. Choose a past (future) compact spacelike hypersurface S such

that

S C QoC Q , 3J (S) = S (3J-(S) = S)

where 3 is the spatial boundary.

Consider Ou = 0 in 0 for the given smooth data, u and Vu on S.

Suppose the data satisfy the compatibility relation

17



Contraction
(duo

v) <-7u,V>

for all V E T(S)1 so that only one derivative of u, in a direction

that is not tangent to S, can be prescribed.

Then we can find a unique smooth solution (the well-posed cauchy

problem of the d'Alembertian equation) in 20 (see Friedlander [3]

and Leray [21]).

Now we will prove the following lemma with help of the prepara-

tions above. Note that each point p in M has a neighborhood 20

which is a causal domain (see the construction on page 147 and page 243

in Friedlander [3], and Hawking and Ellis [14]).

Lemma 1. Let
2o

be a causal domain in M. If p M, then there

exists an open neighborhood U C: 20 of p and real valued functions

ym on 2o
such that

DYi = 0 on
2o

and i = 1, m.

the mapping:

q (Y1(q), Ym(q))

from U to Rin is a diffeomorphism onto its image.

Proof. Let x = (xl, xm) be a C local coordinate with a

coordinate neighborhood 2 CI: 20 at p.

We consider the cauchy problem of Ey = 0 on 20, where y is a

real-valued function on
2o.

Let A be a past compact spacelike

hypersurface such that A C: 20 and

18



pe j+ (A) = A .

Here we actually choose a coordinate chart (R,x) at p so that

nnA = {xi(q) = 0 x = (x1, xm)},

as the first coordinate of x can be considered as the time value

(see on page 182 of Friedlander [3]). So we will consider the problem

in such a coordinate chart from the start. Now we formally assign the

cauchy data as follows:

CO

y(0, x2, xm)
and a y(p) 0 are in C (A) .

1

Then, by the well-known cauchy problem (see page1.83 in Friedlander [3],

and Leray [20]), there exists a unique solution y of y = 0 such

that

y E e(J4.(A)).

Now, consider the mapping from 2 to 0:

x (y, x2, ..., xm)

then the Jacobi matrix of this mapping at p,

, ay ay 3y

ax1 ' ax2 ' '
Dxm

3x2 Dx2 ax2

'Dx2
' '

Dxm3x1

3xm 9xm

Dx1
'

Dxm

3y 3y ay

ax1 ' ax2 ' axm

o

19



20

Dy
has rank m since (p) 0, i.e., the gradient of y is not zero

1

at p. Therefore, by the inverse function theorem, there exists a

connected neighborhood of p in which this mapping

x (y, x2, ..., xm)

is a diffeomorphism onto its image. Denote y by yl, and

(y1, x2, ..., xm) = x(1). Thus, we may take x(1) as a coordinate

function at p. Let 01 be its coordinate neighborhood at p, i.e.,

(0', x(1)) be a coordinate chart at p. 0' is contained in 20.

Now we will consider the cauchy problem of Eu = 0 on 20

and this new coordinate chart at p, without relating to the first

step Above, where u is a real valued function on 20.

Let B be a past-compact spacelike hypersurf ace such that

BC 0, and (B) = B .

0

Here we may fix B as the same to A above, i.e., A = B.

Before we assign the formal cauchy data here, we have to notice the

following fact. At the first step above, a spacelike hypersurface was

chosen so that the hypersurface is a subset of {x1 = 0}, by suitable

choice of the coordinate chart in the beginning. On the other hand,

such a choice at the second step does not have generality because the

coordinate chart was fixed. In other words, we cannot, in general,

fix the first component of the coordinate function as time under such



a circumstance. Therefore we assign the data for the general choice

of the spacelike hvpersurface as follows;

assign the smooth data u, Vu on A, and, in addition,

91u(p) = 0, a2u(p) 0 with the compatibility relation

Contraction (duo 0 V) = <u,V> for all V E Tp(A), and only

one derivative of u, in a direction that is not tangent to A, is pre-

scribed, where uo = u , and du

Then there exists a unique smooth solution u of Du = 0 on S2
0

such that

00 +
U E C (J (A))

(see Friedlander [3] on page 180-184, and Leray [21]).

Consider the mapping from ,q to IRm:

(1)
X = (Y1, X2, Xm) (yi, 11, X2,

The Jacobi matrix of this mapping at p,

Y 17.1 9571

BX2
BX

Bu au au

ay1 '
Dx2

' 'm
ax3 Dx3 Dx3

171. ax2 Dxm

axmm axm

171 Dxm

A = du0 .

1

0

xm)

r rax2m
Du au

ax2 '

0 0 1, 0 ... 0

01
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has rank in at p since au (p) 0. Hence, by the inverse func-
2

tion theorem, there exists a connected neighborhood of p such that

this mapping

(1)
x

(y1
u, x

xm)

is a diffeomorphism onto its image. Thus, (y1, u, x2, ..., xm) is a

candidate for a coordinate function at p. We denote u by y2, and

(2)
(YI, y2, x3, ..., xm) = x . Let 0(2) be a coordinate neighborhood

with x(2). at p.
(2)

is contained in 00.

Again, starting from the stage (0(2), x(2)) and following the

to
insimilarsimilar procedures, we can find the mapping from(m-1)

(m-1) (in)
x x = (171, Y2, Ym)

is a diffeomorphism on a connected neighborhood at p onto its image

as a solution ym of the equation at the final step, and each yi is

a real valued function on Q0.

Therefore, considering the composition of the mappings

(m)
x = (yl, y ) ,

22

we see that there exists a connected neighborhood U C: 00 at p in

which the mapping x (y1, ..., ym) from U to R7I is a diffeo-

morphism onto its image.

The proof of lemma is complete

Remark 1. Since our manifolds admit a non-singular metric tensor,

it induces a non-singular mapping F of TM onto T*M such that



F(x)(Y) = <X,Y> if X in T MP

where T*M is dual of T M.

Let F* be the inverse mapping of T M onto TM. Then if W in

TP' M <F*W, Y> = W(Y) for all Y in TM.

For any differentiable function u, we define the gradient of u,

denoted by Vu, to be the unique vector field X such that

g(X,Y) = <F*(du),Y> = du(Y) = Y(u) for all

vector field Y

where g is the (positive-definite) metric of M. In terms of local

coordinates
(x1,

xm), we have

du = 2. dx. and
i=1

m .

=
_ip du 9

ax. ax.
ij=1 1

where gij is contravariant components of metric tensor. A Ck

function (k 1) f : R such that Vf 0 on will be

called a spacelike field, a timelike field, or a null field respec-

tively if the hypersurfaces {f = const} are all respectively space-

like, timelike, or null. It follows that f is spacelike if

<Vf,Vf> = gijB.f B.f > 0
1 3

i,j

23

timelike if



and null if

<Vf,Vf> = /"g = 0
1i,j

in all coordinate charts that meet S2.

Thus we can get a spacelike hypersurface by solving the first

order partial differential equation so that Vf is a timelike vector

field. However this is not a simple Problem because the functions

ijarearbitrary,eventhoughsomeofare zero.

Corollary 2. For each point p in a causal domain sio there

exists a connected open neighborhood U C.20 of p and Ck real

valued functions, yl, ym on c20 such that

Cl) Dyi(q) = 0 on Q0 and i = 1, m.

(2) the mapping: q (y1, ym) from U to IRm is a Ck -

diffeomorphism onto its image.

Proof. Adopting the Cauchy problem of the system of the hyper-

bolic partial differential equations (see Leray [21], Friedman [5],

H8rmander [16] and Petrowsky [28]), this can be easily proved by a

method similar to Lemma 1. For an alternate proof, we use Ck func-

tions rather than C functions in the Cauchy problems in Lemma 1.

Then a Ck-diffeomorphism is constructed at each step, and finally the

desired one is obtained, since the composition of Ck functions are

<Vf,Vf> = 3.f 3,f < 0I 3 .
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again Ck functions. In this case, the common support of the com-

ponents of the solution of L]y = 0 is in

J+(A) = . J.(A)
1=1 1

forthecorrespondingJ.(A) to the i-th component of y. The proof
1

is complete.

We make the following definitions and remarks before we discuss

Lemma 3. For sets A and U, the chronological future I+(A,U) (the

chronological past I-(A,U) of A relative to U is defined as the

set of all points in U which can be reached from A by a future-

directed (past-directed) timelike curve in U. I (A,M) will be

denoted by I (A), and it is known that I (A) is an open set. A set

A is called achronal if I+(A)(Th A = q), in other words if there are

no two points of A with timelike separation. We define edge (A) for

an achronal set A as the set of all points a E A such that in

every neighborhood U of a there are points b in I-(a,U) and

c in I+(a,U) which can be joined by a timelike curve in U which

does not intersect A. It was known that if edge (A) is empty for a

non-empty achronal set A, then A is a m-1 dimensional imbedded

submanifold (Hawking and Ellis [14]).

A set A is an acausal if for all p in A, J(p)fl A = fpl.

A partial Cauchy surface is defined as an acausal set with no edge.

That is, a partial Cauchy surface is a spacelike hypersurface which no

non-spacelike surve intersects more than once. A global Cauchy sur-

face (simply Cauchy surface) means a spacelike hypersurface S which

25



every non-spacelike curve intersects exactly once, and D(S) =

-
D (S)(Th D (S) = M. For example, Minkowski space, Einstein-de Sitter

spacetime, and any Kruskel spacetime are globally hyperbolic (Hawking

and Ellis [14]). The surfaces, x = constant, are examples of the

cauchy surfaces in the Minkowski space.

A Lorentzian manifold M is said to be globally hyperbolic if

the strong causality assumption (see Chapter I) holds and if for any

two points p, q in M, J4-(p)(-J-(q) is compact. Such manifolds

always exist while the existence of a cauchy surface for M implies

the global hyperbolicity of M. Moreover, if M is global hyperbolic,

then M is homeomorphic (diffiomorphic) to IR x N, where N is m-1

dimensional manifold, and for each aE IR, {a} x N is a cauChy sur-

face for M. In this case the global solution of the d'Alembertian

equation exists and the support of the fundamental solution is J+(p,M)

or J (13,M) (Hawking and Ellis [14]). Leray (211 described something

that is closely related to the hyperbolicity of M in terms of C(p,q)

where C(p,q) is the space of all (continuous) non-spacelike curves

from p to q. Even though he did not relate his concepts to the

global hyperbolicity of M, Geroch and Seifert (see Hawking and Ellis

[14] proved that the definition of the global hyperbolicity of M

above is equivalent to that of Leray's if C(p,q) is compact for all

p, q E M under a certain topology (see Hawking and Ellis [14] and

Leray [21] for more information on global hyperbolicity).

Since the global hyperbolicity of M is a necessary condition

for the global solutions of the d'Alembertian equation, we will con-

sider manifolds such that the global hyperbolicity is admitted,
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whenever the global solutions of the equation are concerned, through-

out this paper.

Now, the topology of the space of the functions should be dis-

cussed differently from the Frechet space on the set of C or Ck

functions on a manifold, because solutions of harmonic equations and

the limit of a sequence of harmonic functions from the Frechet space

on a Riemannian manifold always are both C functions and harmonic

functions. However, solutions of the d'Alembertian equations and the

limit of solutions of the d'Alembertian equation do not have such

properties from the Frechet space. Even though solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations depend on the data in an appropriate domain,

that is, we can find mathematically COD solutions of the equations by

assigning C data, it is not necessary for our topic. We should

consider physical phenomena, wave propagation, and differentiability

of solutions of the equations. If the d'Alembertian equation is con-

sidered via distribution theory, there are many advantages for

systematically treating such objects as discontinuous solutions, the

singularities, point sources (monopoles) and layers of monopoles and

multipeples (Friedlander [3]). The employment of distributions has

some technical advantages. We also know that the singularities always

happen along characteristics under certain circumstances of the

universe (Hawking [12], [13]).

Descriptions of necessary topological vector spaces are essential

here.

Let
Co(M)

be the set of COD functions (the test functions) on

M whose supports are contained in some compact subsets of M, and take



A linear from
C0

(M) 3 (t) -4- <u,(1)> IR is a distribution if,

for every coordinate chart (2,7), there is a distribution

-1
1107 (X) E .01(7(Q)) such that

for all E
Co(M)

= sup
k <n. K Q.

1

CO

for a compact set K, 4 Co(M).

-1
<u,qb> E <UO7-1(X), Cp07 (X) Ig11-1->

28

the topology for
C0

(M) as the routine one, that is, take a basis of

neighborhoods of the zero element in Co(M) as

{17(n., Eli) I 6ni = non-negative integer,

C...= arbitrary positive}

where

I I

7(n.1, Ei) = E Co(M) lak(p) 1 < Ei if *1 5 ni, p E2i)

1
= {p e M HiP) < i} i = 0,1,2, ...,

7. is a coordinate function at p, and k is a multi-index. Equiva-

lently the topology for
Co(M)

can be defined by seminorms; let

{(Q.,71-.)1 be a fixed covering of M by coordinate charts, and let cp.

be a partition of unity subordinated to this covering. Define a semi-

norm by



where 1g! is the absolute value of determinant of Lorentzian

metric tensor (Friedlander [3]). Denote it by .0° (N). Of course, the

linear forms are continuous, and so J' (N) is a dual space of
C0

(M).

The strong topology is defined by taking basic neighborhoods of

0 in JY(M) as sets

V(A, E ) = {u E (M) <u, 4)> < E for all cp, Al

for an arbitrary positive E and an arbitrary bounded subset A of

C0
(M). Equivalently, this topology can be defined by the semi-norms,

HullA = Sup <u,A>1 for a bounded subset A of C(M), i.e.,
(ib A goeA

1IA is a semi-norm on j)' (M). It is sometimes called the topology

of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of Co(M). The weak topology

is defined by taking basic neighborhoods of 0 in Li (M) as sets of

the form {u E (m) 1<u,(1)1><E1, <u,itk> < Et}, where{4).1 .

3 1. .3.5.k
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is some finite subset of Co(M), and the E. are positive numbers.

Both topologies on j)'(M) play important roles for partial differen-

tial equations.

We know that integration is the simplest way to obtain linear

functionals, but not all distributions can be represented by integra-

tion, e.g., dirac delta function. Let Q be an open subset of 10.
co 0

We know
C°

(2) is dense subset of C (2) with respect to compact-

open topology of C0 (Q), where C0 (Q) is the set of all continuous

functions which vanishes at infinity. It was also known that if any

element u in .0' (2) is continuous on
C0

(Q) for topology induced

by C0 (Q), then u extends to non-negative linear functional on

C0(2) by density of Co(Q) in C0(Q). Thus, by Riesz-Markoff



theorem - if A is non-negative linear functional on C0 (2) and 4)

is a continuous function with compact support, then there exists a

unique Borel measure p such that

X(0 =

We have the characterization of representation of distribution by

integration; let u be a distribution in .0'(2). Then there exists

a Borel measure p such that

<u, ep> = 5 qpdp

if and only if <u,4)2> 0, where 4) is a continuous function with

'compact support (Rudin [31], Schwartz [34,35]).

Let B(2) be the set of all Borel measure on 2. We know that

there exists a canonical inclusion

B(2) .D' (2)

by defining

<u,4)> = 5c24)dp

for p 6 B(2) and 4)e C(c). Therefore a volume element (density,

n-form) w on M can be represented as distribution;

<w,(I)> = I ep w
CO

for (I) E Co(Q)

On a manifold M, a linear form is represented by

= 5 (uo 7-1(x) )(4,07 -1(x)) g(x) 2 dx E ju4)dP,

30



where (2,7) is a coordinate chart, support <=0, and di.i is the

exterior form (an invariant volume element) of maximal degree which is

equal to lIg11-dx in every orientation-preserving coordinate chart

for the given orientation on M (Friedlander [3], Leray [21]).

The following are useful facts.

1) If ue031(M) and K is a compact set in M, then there

exist constants c = c(u,K) and n = n(K) such that

1<u,cp,>1 c 11q)

C0
(M) and for any compact set K.

A sequence of distributions, {un}, converges to u if and

CO

only if f<un,W converges to u,C> weakly for every cP e Co(M).

Weak convergence implies strong convergence. That is, if it

converges weakly and uniformly for every q) in bounded subsets of

C (M), then the sequence converges strongly (in the sense of the strong
0

topology).

The strong topology for 00'(M) coincides with the topology of

uniform convergence on precompact subsets of Co(M), and with the

topology of uniform convergence on balanced, convex, compact subsets

= C 1
1 k

sup (0i)1
i kin K2.

for all (/) 6 C (M) whose supports are contained in K. It can be
0

replaced by

<u, q)> < C max sup (q) q).) I .

kn i,Kn2i

IA = sup <u,>1 is finite for any bounded set A of
A

31
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of C (M). The weak topology is equivalent to the strong topology on
0

bounded subsets of
C0

TM). The strong topology is complete, barreled,

bornological, a Montel space, etc. (Horvath [17], Rudin [31] and

Schwartz [23]).

A limit of a sequence of distributions in the weak (strong)

topology is a distribution.

1
If a sequence of distributions converges in the sense of

LK

(L1 space on a compact set K), then it also converges in the strong

topology for 3' (M).

If a sequence of solutions of a d'Alembertian equation con-

verges in the weak (strong) topology, then its limit is again a solu-

tion of the equation.

Convergence in the topology of Co(M) implies convergence

weakly, or strongly, and a subset of ,Z7)1 (M) is a closed in the topo-

logy of Co(M) if and only if it is weakly closed subset of .01(M).

CO

A convex subset of .01(M) is dense in the topology of Co(M)

if and only if it is weakly dense.

If a sequence lunl converges to u strongly (weakly) in

ea(M), then 6kun1 converges to ku strongly (weakly) in f)1(M).

See. further information of the space of distributions in Schwartz

[34], [35], Horvath [17], Treves [37], Friedman [5], Hormander [16],

Rudin [21] and Friedlander [3].

With the preparations above, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let j3 (M) be the set of all solutions of the d'Alembertian

equations in Lorentzian manifold. Then 3(M) is a closed subspace



of 1)' (M).

Proof. :Z(M) -4-3r(M) is a self-adjoint, homogeneous, 2nd-

order, continuous, hyperbolic and linear operator. Thus B(M) is a

kernel of the operator C] on 0.0'(M), and 3(M) is a closed subset

of ,01(M).

Now, define a topology of 3(M) as follows; let uo e (M) and

take basic neighborhoods of
u0

as sets

N(u0 ; A, f ) = {u e (14) 1<u - u ,cp>
0

<E,c1) E A}

where A is a bounded subset of C(M) and E is an arbitrary posi-

tive number. Since any solution of the d'Alembertian equation on M

is necessarily a distribution, there exists an inclusion mapping

L : 15(m) JD' (m)

Then (7) and (10) on page 32 shows that

j3(M) (M)

is a homeomorphism onto a closed subspace of 00'(M) by routine

topological computations. The proof is complete.

Let X be a compact subset of M. A Ck mapping u of M to

.

IR is said to be an embedding of X if the restriction of u to

is injective and if the differential u* is injective at every

point of X. We will employ some routine topological techniques for

the proof of the next lemma.
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Lemma 4. If X is a compact subset of a causal domain Q then there
0

exists a finite number ul, . u such that

u.:2 IR
i 0

for each i

u.k)3(2) for each i

and the napping 20 -4- Pt. ' defined by

P (u1(P),
u(p))

is an embedding of X.

Proof. By Lemma 1 or Corollary 2, there exists a covering of X

by open sets, to each of which are associated m elements u1
- f *..,

Um of )3(0 ) where each element defines a Cs-diffeomorphism of that
0

open set onto an open set in 10 (s = 2, 3, ..., and 00). Choose a

finite subcover U1, ..., Uk of such an open cover of the compact set

X. The union of the sets 6f such functions associated to each open

set in the subcover is a finite collection, ful, umkl.

The mapping p (u1, u(p)) has maximal rank m, i.e.,

this mapping has an injective derivative at each point of X, since

at each point of X some subset of m of the u1, u defines
mk

a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of that point. Of course this

mapping is irdective when restricted to any one of the IT' s,

j= 1, 2, ..., k.

Next, in order to show injectivity on X, we will consider the

diagonal method.



Since X is covered by open sets, to each of which there are

associated in elements
u1, um

of 130-2 ) so that each
0

(u1, um)
defines a Cs -diffeomorphism, we can consider each

ik
(p,q) in X x X -L..). U. x U. such that p and q are contained

1=1 1

in one of these open sets. Then there exists, by Lemma 1 or Corollary

2, a u E .8(2 ) such that
P,c1 0

u (p) u (q) .

Pr(' p,c1

Then there are open neighborhoods U ,

Uq
of p and q respectively

P

such that for any x U and y 6 U
A

U (x) u (y) .

Pfq. 10,q

The sets

Up x , (p,q) E X x X - Lji=1 U. x U.

are an open cover of

k
X x X -

i

Ui x U,

Since

X x X - U. x U.
1=1 1

is a compact set, there exists a finite subcover

{up uqj j= 1, ..., n} .

Then the functions
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together with

U1

le

define an injective mapping of X into
mk+n

In fact, let p,q be two distinct points of X. If p and q

are contained in some U., then they have distinct images under one of

the ul, umk. If no U. contains them both, then they have

distinct images under one of the u,. . since then necessarily

p e Upj and q e Uqj for some j. Thus the finite set

,umk, u , u
P1fq1 Pnicin

satisfies the lemma.

That is, the mapping

p e x (ul(p), u(p), upl,q1(p), upn,qn(p))

is an embedding of X into.2, (2, = mk+n).

The proof is complete.

Remark 2. We may assume these functions are Ck functions,

k 2 2 because solutions of the d'Alembertian equations are at least

C2-function on their domains and also they can be defined by the

appropriate cauchy data on the spacelike hypersurfaces.

The following lemma is necessary for proof of Lemmas 6 and 7

which are the projection methods similar to the Whitney Projections

U1
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for the dimensionality of the embeddings.

Lemma 5. If X is a compact subset of a causal domain 20, > in

and k 1, then the Ck mapping of u of
Qo

into IP defined by

p
(u1(p), u(q))

maps X onto a compact subset of Lebesgue measure zero in TR, where

eachu.is a solution of Du. = 0.

Proof. (We may assume that X is contained in a causal domain of

a fixed coordinate chart because X can be covered by a finite number

of coordinate charts and causal domains as well.) Hence the fact that

u maps X onto a compact set in Ilt follows from the continuity of

u, because a continuous mapping takes a compact set to a compact set.

Since our u, which is a solution of the equation on Po, is at least

C2, the lemma follows from Sard lemma - if a mapping of Rs to Rt

(s < t) is a C1 on a subset of Rs, then the image of the set is a

set of Lebesgue measure zero (Sard [32] and Hirsch [15]). The proof

is complete.

Let X be a compact subset of M. A Ck mapping u of M to

.R is called an immersion of X if the restriction of u to X

has u* injective at every Point of X.

Lemma 6. If the Ck mapping u = (u1,
uZ+1)

of a causal domain

Q into R,Z+1 whose components of u are elements of E(S20 ) is an
0

immersion of a compact subset X of Q0 and 2, 2m, then there

exists (al, ..., az) E R!' arbitrarily close to the origin so that

the Ck mapping
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f:0S2 3 P (u1 (p) - a1uZ+1(p), u(p) - akuZ+1(p)) E IR

is an immersion of X.

In fact, this is true for all a IR outside a subset of

Lebesque measure zero in ER . That is, the set of all (a

E FRk such that the Ck mapping f of 2 into IR is an immersion
0

of X is the complement of a set of Lebesgue measure zero in M.

Proof. We may assume that X is contained in a causal domain of

a coordinate chart with coordinate x = (x1,
xm).

To prove the injectivity of f* when restricted to the tangent

space at every point p E X, we must show that the vector a =

(a1, ..., ak) E IRk has to be chosen so that the Jacobian of F at

every point of X is non-singular. Equivalently, identify the

tangent space at p E X with 27, and if

au. au
b. (---/k+1

i=1 1 aj ) - 0 1,

at some point in X and for some b = (b1,
bm)

E 2m, then it

follows that b is zero vector.

For convenience, letting ak+1 = 1 and

311Z+1
y b.

, X.
- a

i=1 1

this condition can be rewritten as follows:
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the equation

au.

i=1
b. - aa., j = 1, ..., k + 1

Dx. 7

shall imply that b = 0.

Equivalently, consider the equation

Du.

j= 1, ..., Z + 1
Dx.

i=1

for all b 0.

Since the matrix

Du.

j= 1, ..., k

has rank m, it is therefore sufficient to choose a = (a1,
ak)

61R. so that the vector (a,l) is not in the range of the mapping

au1
b DuZ+1) 6 Rk+1/ .R x X 3 (b,p) -

b
3- ( .

i Dx Dx
i=1

.

i=1
.
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If we first restrict b to a ball bl n, n = 1,2, ..., then

each of the ranges of this mapping is a compact subset of RR.R,+1, and

it follows from Lemma 5 that the range of the mapping (*) is of

Lebesgue measure zero, for Z ?. 2m, and, since its intersection with

the planes a2+1 = constant are homothetic, they must all be of 2 -

dimensional measure zero.



the form
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Hence we showed that the set of a = (a1,
''''

a) E R such that

f has non-injective Jacobian at some point of X is of Lebesgue

2
measure zero in R . This completes the lemma.

Lemma 7. If the Ck-mapping u = (u1,
uk+1)

of a causal domain

Q into Rk+1, 2m+1, whose components are elements of 23(2 ), is
0 0

an embedding of a compact subset of X of Q' then we can find a =
0

(al, ..., ad E R arbitrarily close to the origin so that the C mapping

E
f:C20 9 P (ul(P) aluk+1(P"

u(p)
- a

(p)) IR

is an embedding of X.

In fact, this is true for all a e ER. outside a subset of

Lebesque measure zero. That is, the set of all a = (al, ..., ad

k
E M such that the Ck mapping iof M into IR s the comple-

ment of a set of Lebesgue measure zero in R.

Proof. We assume that X is contained in a causal domain of a

coordinate chart. We know from Lemma 6 that the mapping f is an

immersion of X if a avoids a set of Lebesgue measure zero. There-

fore, we have to show that the mapping f is injective if a avoids

a set of Lebesgue measure zero. That is, we want to choose a so

that for p,q E X the equations

u.(p)-a.u1(p).=u.(q) - a.0k+1
(q), j = 1, ...,

J 3 k+ 3 3

imply p = q.

Letting ak+1 = 1 and a = u2,+1(p) - u2,+1(q)1 we can rewrite them in



u.(p) u(q) = aa., j = 1, ...,k + 1 .

3

Hence it is sufficient to show that the vector a = (a1, ..., a+1)

E
IRJ2+1

can be chosen with a2.+1 = 1 so that the equations

u.(p) - u(q) = aa., j = 1, ..., + 1 .

imply a = 0, and the p = q because f is injective on X by the

hypothesis.

Equivalently consider the equation

u.(p) - u(q) 3a., j = 1, ..., + 1, for all 13 = 0 .

3 3 3

It is therefore enough to choose a = (al, ..., a) E R so that the

2,+1
vector (a,l) E R is not in the range of the mapping

RxXxX (,10,q)

(3(u1 (p) - u1'(q) u1 (p) - u+1 (q)) E IR2,4-1

If we first restrict [3 to an interval n, n = 1,2,..., then

each of its range of this mapping is a compact subset of M!,+1, and

it follows from Lemma 5 that the range of this mapping is of Lebesgue

measure zero since 9, + 1 > 2m + 1.

Moreover, since its intersections with the plane a+1 = constant

are homothetic, they must all be of 9-dimensional Lebesgue measure

zero. This proves the lemma.

Remark 3. We can interpret the above lemmas geometrically: We

have projected on the subspace R defined by
yZ+1

= 0
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along a direction which is not tangent (respectively not even a chord)

of u(X), like the figure below.

k+1
Figure 2.2. Projecting X R into R

Let OM = 001(M) x x )*(M) (2m+1) factors). That is,

Dm is the set of Vector valued distributions equipped with the

strong topology of the space of vector valued distributions. It is

the dual space of

CO CO CO

Co(M) = Co(M) x ...x Co(M) (2m+1 factors) .

Actually this space OM could be roughly described as fol-

lows; the dual of a product of a finite family of {Co(M)} is canoni-

cally isomorphic to the product of their duals, via the correspondence

jj1(M) x x Z1(M) 3 f' = (fi,f' )

2m+1

2m+1
(f

(f1, f2m+1)
<ff,f> <f!,f.>)

j=1 3 3

CO CO CO

6 (co (m) x, . , co (m) ) ' = Co (M)
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where 0(M) is the dual of C). Then all of the properties

described for V(M) hold for this space vuo (see further

detailed information in Schwartz [35], Treves [37] and Friedman [5]).

Now consider Ck(M) as the set of CC-functions (k = 2,3,..., co)

with the topology which is defined in Hirsch [15] and Horvath [17],

i.e., the topology induced by the semi-norms depending on compact

subsets of M belonging to the coordinate charts and on k (some

mathematicians call it the strong topology or topology of uniform

convergence on compact subsets belonging to charts).

Roughly speaking, let 4) = {(Vi,Tri)} be a locally finite set of

charts on M, and x = {xi} be a family of compact subsets of M

such that x. E: V. for each i; and E. = {E.} be a family of posi-i
tive numbers. If u E Ck(M), define a basic neighborhood system

N(u: (1,,x,E) to be the set of mapping v: M Ri such that, for all

-1 2.-
(uo7. )(x) - (vor-.1)(x) < E.

k = 0, 1, k

for all x e Tri(Xi).

Equivalently, define a semi-norm qx by

x(u)i(u) = sup max (uo-1)(x) ! .

2.xEXi

The family of these semi-norms defines a topology on Ck(M) which is
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equivalent to the above one. We will call this topology the

S-topology on Ck (M)

We have to remark that the topology for the set of solutions of

the d'Alembertian equations could be taken as a subspace of the above

topology.

We can consider the inclusion mappings (*);

Ck(m) (m)

j Z(M) ck (m)

and

t=joZ : _15 (M) (M)

with respect to S-topologies of 13(M) and Ck(M), and the strong

topology of distributions of 001(M). For example, to say ,Z(M) is a

subspace of .D' CM) we mean (see Horv-th [171) that

L. : .73 (14) --> jj (d) * * )

is a continuous injective linear mapping. Identify Z(M) with its

image L(.5(M)) and say simply that 13(M) is a subspace of G(M).

It is to be emphasized, however, that, even after identifying, ,a(M)

is to keep its own topology, i.e., the S-topology on _13(M) which is

finer than the one induced by .0I(M) (Horvath [17]). Because of

these facts we can have some relations among their topologies under

the continuity of the mapping .

All the properties that we described for ,',[3'(M) and 13(M) above
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also hold for L' (M) and 43(M), where

IE5(M) = .1.3(M) x x 13(M), (2m+1 factors)

and

jp1(M) = 6,13'(M) x x 01-.P (M), (2m+1 factors)

(see Friedman [5], Schwartz [35] and Treves [39, 38]).

We will use these results without comment from now on. Moreover

Lemma 3 obviously is true for 0(M) and olD'(M). Also we denote

Ck(M) = {u: M2m+1 u is a Ck-mapping} .

Then the same relations (*) on page 44 are considered.

Now, let X be a compact subset of M and E(X) be the set of

the embeddings u of X into ER2m+1 such that u: M.2m+1 and

u(M) i.e., u is a solution of the d'Alembertian equation on M.

Adopting these preliminaries, we will prove the next lemma.

Lemma 8. If X is a compact subset of a causal domain S20, then F(X)

is an open dense subset ofS(Q0 ) in the strong topology of the space

of distributions.

Proof. The proof is quite long, and is quite detailed.

By Lemma 3, /3(Q0) is a closed subspace of .&(00) We may assume

that X is contained in a causal domain of a coordinate chart.

Let u,. be an immersion of X such that



u :2 M2m+1
0 0

We denote the set of m x (2m+1) - matrices of rank in by

L(m, 2m+1; m). It is considered as a subspace of Rm(2m+1)

If we define a mapping

n: L(m, 2m+1; m)

by the sum of the squares of the determinants of its in x in -

submatrices, i.e.,

n: L(m, 2m+1; in) 9 T
T1

2 +... + Tz
2

where the Ts are all of in x in - submatrices of T, then n is

clearly a continuous mapping of L(m, 2m+1; m) to R. Therefore

L(m, 2m+1; m) is the inverse image of the open set R - {0} under

this continuous mapping. That is, L(m, 2m+1; m) is an open subset

of
m(2m+1)

Now., let

A = {u0(x) x E 7(X)} .

Remember
u0

: 7(X)C= R M2m+1 is continuous linear mapping.
*

Hence A is a compact subset of L(m, 2m+1; m) because Tr(X) is a

compact subset of
2m+1

and 11 is continuous.

Since L(m, 2m+1; m) is an open subset of Rm(2m+1)

( R7(2m+1) = L( R,2m+1) is the vector space of all linear mappings

from 10 to M2m+1), and

for
u0

E 13(c2 )
0
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there is a neighborhood of A with respect to S- topology of Ck(11).

Thus there exists a positive number
c1,

such that

m 2m+1,
u e Ck(M) and u* C L(m, 2m+1; m) C: L(

if Iluf(x) - u0(x) 11 < ci, where this is the usual norm on

L(m, 2m+1; m) or L(, [2m+1Ft' ). Therefore there is a set

N(u0; ff,x, El) consisting of immersions u of X as a neighborhood

of
u0 for the S-topology of ..3(c20) by the mapping j (see pages 43-

45).

We will show that
u0

also has a neighborhood consisting of

immersions u of X in the strong topology of the space of distribu-

tions.

By (**) on page 44, t(N(Uo: 7, X,E))C: W for some open set N

of b'(M). Since W is an open set containing 110 in JD' (Q0)

W = V(u0 ; B, )

a
a,f3

where the B's are bounded subsets of C0(20) and the V(U0; Ba,
a

are basic neighborhoods of uo in 4)'(Q0) Take a bounded subset B

of
C0

(M) such that

B C Co(X) CUB) ) C Co (20) .

a a

Then, since X is a compact subset of 20,

1<u -
u0

,¢>1 5
clel

on B and Tr(X)
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where
e1

is above one and
cI

is a constant.

Take e such that

or

E

E1
if

el
<

clEl

Let

V(u0 ; B, e) = iu E
L(N(u0

: 7/ X, El) ) <u u0'cp<1<e,c1) 6 B} .

Then V(uo: B,e) is a neighborhood of uo consisting of immersions .0

of X in the strong topology of distributions. Therefore, what we

have shown so far is that the set of immersions u of X into M2m+1

u E 43(00) is an open subset of 6(00) in the strong topology of

distributions.

Let
u0

be an embedding of X into Tt'.2111+1 such that

4- a2m+1u0:0 u E :15(Q o).o o

Now we will show that, within V(uo: B,E), there exists a neighbor-

hood
V1

of
u0

consisting of injective mappings of X in the

strong topology of distributions. Suppose it is not true. By con-

sidering the inverse of the mapping on page 44, we see that there

is a sequence {un} such that the sequence fun un E 38( 0)} con-

verges to uo, and the sequence {un,} converges to uo* uniformly

on X with respect to S-topology of 23(20) but u(x) = un(yn) for

two distinct points xn and yn of X.



By passing to subsequences and renumbering, we may assume that

the sequence {xn} and {yn} converges to y.

Since
u0

is continuous, a sequence {u0(x)} converges to

u0
(x) and a sequence illn(xn)1 converges to

u0
(x), because the

sequence
{un}

converges to
u0

uniformly.

Similarly the sequence {u(y)} converges to uo(y). There-

fore,
u0

(x) =
u0

(y). Since
u0

is injective on X, x = y.

We refer
un, u0, xn, yn,

x and y to coordinate chart: Let

-1 -1
= =T Tuo 0u7

xn- = 7(xn)

Yn- = Tr(Yn). x- = 7(x) and y = "F(Y)

then

0 =
un(xn) - un(yn) =n*(zn) (xn - yn) + E

for some point
zn

on the line segment joining
xn

and
yn,

in which

-
e = e(1

xn
- yn1). By passing to a subsequence and renumbering, we

may assume a sequence

X- -y
{

n n

Il n i7-1111

converges to a in a point of euclidean space. Then, since the

sequence converges to x,- we have

0 = u0*(x) a on X.

This contradicts the fact that
u0

is an immersion of X.
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Thus, we proved that E(X) is an open set of _IS (S?, ) in the strong
0

topology of distributions.

Finally, let us show that it is a dense subset of .2(2 ) in the
0

strong topology of distributions.

By Lemma 4, there exists a mapping v of
Q0

into IR which is

an embedding of X, and whose components are solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations.

For any u E 13(%),

e IR2 =.,1m+1+2,u Ei? v :2o IR2m+1

is clearly an embedding of X whose components belong to

13(Q )x x .13(2 ) (2m+1+2. factors) .

0 0

Let the component functions of u be 111,
u2m+1

and those

of v be vl, . , vz, i.e.,

u = (111,
u2m+1)

and v = (vi, ..., v1) .

Then, by Lemma 7, there exists

2m+2(a,1,1' '" a2m+k,l) e IR

arbitrarily close to the origin so that the mapping

c2 9 p IR2m+2,
0

(u1(p) - a1,1v1(p), u2(p) - a2,1v1(p), v2(p) -

a2m+1,1v1(p))



is an embedding of X- Again applying Lemma 7, there exists

2m+2.-1

(a1,2, a2,2, a2m+i-1,2) E a

arbitrarily close to the origin so that the mapping

2m+Q -1
a RC20 p

(111 (ID) - a1,1v1(p) - a1,2v2(p) + a_,
1 2a2m+1,1v1(P)

u ( )

- a2,1v1- a2,2v2(p) + a2,2a2m+k,1v1(p),

v3(p) - a2m+32-1,1v1 a2m+k-1,2v2(p) + a2m+Z-1,2a2m+k,1v1(p))

is an embedding of X.

Repeating these processes successively,.we can find
(c1,3

) E2m+1c+1) close to the origin so that the mapping
,j

Sto 9 p R2m+1 3

(u1(p) - c1,1v1(p) - c1,2v2(p) - . - c1v(p)

u2m+1(p) - c2m+1,1v1(p) - - c2m+1,Zv(p))

is am embedding of X.

The c's chosen arbitrarily small can also be arbitrarily close

to zero in the strong topology of the space of distributions in the

following way; by the basic property of the distribution,

<u + a u2*,cp> =
<u1

,cp> +
a<u2

,gb>
1

for a e IR, (pe c (X) and distributions
u1, u2'

Taking a semi-norm
0

in the way that we have shown or applying the fact that
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1<u1 + a u2 ,c10>

if a approaches zero, the desired results follows. From these

relations, applied to the above, we can get the following summary:

the fact that the c's may be chosen arbitrarily close to zero implies

that these embeddings of X may be chosen as arbitrarily close (in

the strong topology of the space of distributions) to u as we desire.

Therefore, E(X) is an open dense subset of A-3(2 ) in the sense of
0

the strong topology of distributions. This completes the lemma.

Remark 4. We here adopt the symbol
u1 u2.

1+k2
0

from Green [9] (Clarke [2] denotes itby ul x u2). Explicitly the

kl+k2mapping
u1

,ED u: is defined by using u for the first
2.

kJ_
IR coordinates,

u2
for the last OR coordinates, i.e.,

(111 e u2) (JR) = cul(p), u2(p)) .

In this case, the metric tensor induced by these mappings is

g(ul c u2) = g(u1) + g(u2), where g(u1) and g(u2) are the restric-

tion of the metric tensor on gt).g4"k2 = R3 to the subspaces

1.1 and IR1.C2 respectively.

Remark 5. The main idea of the proof of Lemma 8 can be inter-

preted as follows:

approaches to ku1,p1 on bounded subsets of C (X)
0
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X Co

2m+1+2 2m+k,R
.

R R2m+2 R2m+1

P21 k-1

LetH=u9 2m+1+k-ivandP.bea linear projection into IR for

each i. Let P = Pk o Pk-1 o o P1 and P o H = v. H and each

o H are embeddings of X, and each P. o H can be approximated

to the strong topology of distributions by the next linear projection

which embeds X if the dimension on each step is larger than 2m+1.

Thus, at the final step, u can be approximated by

Pko ...oP1oH=PoH which embeds X if the dimension on each

step is larger than 2m+1. This is exactly what we proved in Lemma 8.

We know that ,U(M) has no Haire property. However, we will

see B(M) has such a property. Actually e(M) is a uniformly

closed subset of D' (M) because it is a closed subset in the strong

topology, i.e., topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of

Co
(M) .

Lemma 9. BM has the Baire property in the strong topology of the

space of distributions.
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Proof. Let {An} be a sequence of dense open subsets of Z3(M)

(referring to the strong topology of the space of distributions). It

is enough to show that flAn is not empty.
n=1

Let U be a non-empty open subset of 13(M) such that

U = U* (-) WM) where U* is open in 0D(M). Since Ai is a

dense open subset, we can choose

uie Air) U

and an open neighborhood
V(u1- B1, 1)

of
u1

such that
.

V(111: B1, el) r),E(M)C A/MU

where

k.7-(u1: '1' cl) =
<U - U (I)> <

E1
r B I-

0 < < 1 and
B1

is a bounded subset of
C0

(M). Suppose we have
1

chosen such

V(u1: B1,1), V(un-1: Bn-1,n-1)
.

Then since
An

is a dense open and V(un-1: B1, C1) is non-empty

open, we can choose

un E Anr) V(un_i: Bn_1, Li)
and

V(un, Bn en)
such that

V(u:B,E)(M/B(M) C: An (Th Bn_1, En-1)n n n



Thus, by induction, we can have a sequence {un},
-CBn

and {6n

such that, for all n,

'T7(un: Bn, En)(MIE(M)C AZMV(un-1: Bn-1,n-1).

n-1Let _ . Then, for sufficient large n,
2

n-1
n un-1'

1PI 5 En ---- 5 ... 5 --- for all cpE
2

2n
I ik=1 Bk

So
{un}

is a cauchy sequence in the strong topology of the space of

distributions.

Since 00'(M) is complete, this sequence
{un}

converge to u
0

in the strong topology of the space of distributions. But since .05(M)

is a uniformly closed subset of 00I (M) in this topology and

un e 13(m), its limit u0 is contained in X3(M). By our construc-

tion, i.e., since u E V(u
N

; B
N' N)(Th S5(M) for all n > N,

un E T7(u ; B ,N)(M .13,(M) C2 AN(-1\7(uN; C:
AN.

Thus
N N

0 n-n=1 A. That is,

co

An -

n=1

. -
This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 10. Let M be globally hyperbolic and E(M) be the set of

mappings u in B(M) which have the properties such that

u is injective on M and

u, is injective at every point of M. Then E(M) is a

dense subset of 18(M) in the strong topology of

distributions.
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Proof.Let{X.}be a sequence of compact subsets of such that

. 03 .
X. = M, and X. C .1 Xi+1

i=1

(Ofcourse,wemayassumethateachX.is a finite untion of compact

subsets contained in the corresponding causal domains. Then it does

not violate the proof of this lemma at all).

Then

E(16)0,.) .

1=1

In fact, clearly

E(M)C n"1 E (x.) .
i=

On the other hand, if

,u,)r-)i=, 6(

then u is injective on M because any two points p,q E M lie to-

getherwithinsomeX.,and ul (restrictedtox.)is injective1 Xi 1

for all i by assumption.

Similarly such an u must have u injective at every point of

M since every point of M lies in some Xi.

Since, by Lemma 8, each Ei(Xi) is an open dense subset of 13(M),

and, by Lemma 9, 13(M) has the Baire property in the strong topology

of the space of distributions,

em) = (-)7.1 E(xi)

is dense in 13(M). The proof of the lemma is complete.
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After our long trip we summarize all the lemmas and get the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem 1. If M is a globally hyperbolic connected open

Lorentzian manifold of dimension m, then M can be embedded into

2r11+1
by mappings whose components consist of solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations.



III. EMBEDDINGS OF M INTO A PSEUDO-EUCLIDEAN SPACE

141 have shown that our manifold M can be embedded into a 2m+1

dimensional euclidean space2m+1 by a mapping whose components are

solutions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Now we will prove that M can be embedded into a certain pseudo-

euclidean space by solutions of the d'Alembertian equations. This

problem can be solved using the metric induced by the mappings which

we have already found. Therefore, we present some meaningful facts of

the metrics and some others which are related here.

Any Ck paracompact manifold admits many Ck-1 positive definite

metrics (Riemannian metrics), k 1. On the other hand, a Ck para-

compact manifold M admits a Ck-1 Lorentzian metric if and only if

it admits a non-vanishing Ck-1 line element field. Let us recall

that a line element is an assignment of a pair of equal and opposite

vectors (V,W) at each point p of M, i.e., a line element field is

like a vector field but with undetermined signs (L. Markus [2] in Appen-

dix). To see this, let
g1

be a Ck-1 positive definite metric

defined on M. Then we can define a Lorentzian metric g by

g(V,W) = g (V,W) - 2
gl(ZrW)gl(Z'W)

1
g1(Z,Z)
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at each point p, where Z is one of the pair (Z,-Z)at p. Then

g(V,V) = -gi(V,V)



and if V,W are orthogonal to Z with respect to gl, they are

orthogonal of Z with respect to g and

g(V,W) = gi(v,w)

Thus an orthogonomal basis for gi is also an orthonormal basis for

g. Since
g1

is not unique, there are, in fact, many Lorentzian

metrics on M if there is one.

Conversely, if g is a given Lorentzian metric, consider the

equation

g. VI7j a17j
13 glij

where gl is any positive definite metric, vj is j-th component of

the vector V, a is any non-zero real constant, and we use Einstein

summation convention.

This will have one negative and m-1 positive eigenvalues.

Thus the eigenvector field V corresponding to the negative eigen-

value will locally be a vector field determined up to a sign and a

normalizing factor; one can normalize it by

so defining a line element field on M (Hawking and Ellis [14]).

Thus, a C connected paracompact non-compact manifold admits

many Riemannian and Lorentzian metrics. In 1968, Geroch [7] showed

that the Hausdorff manifold with a Lorentzian metric is paracompact.

Of course, it is a well known fact that the Hausdorff manifold with a

Riemannian metric is paracompact.
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We will denote by 2P a p-dimensional euclidean space with the

usual metric as inner product on it, and PP by p + q - dimensional

euclidean space with the inner product indefinite metric of signature

(p,q), more precisely, with a covariant metric n whose components

on the natural coordinates are

flu=

D
(q +1fjf. p)

(1 j q) .

we usually call RP a pseudo-euclidean space with signature (p,q).

Of course, the signature of the metric tensor n at x is defined

to be the sum of the signs of the eigenvalues of the matrix

(n.1
.(x)) .
3

If u is an embedding of M into RP, then u will induce a

metric, denoted by g(u), on M given by

g(u)(V,W) = n(u*V u W)*

for V,W in the tangent bundle TM.

We need to consider direct products of embeddings defined by

(u1 E) u2) (x) = (u1 (x),(x)
u2

(x)),

where

u : M RP , u : M
Rs

,

and so
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U 9 u: M R1 2
q+s

Then obviously, as described in Remark 3,

g(u1 9 u2) = g(u1) + g(u2).

Metrics on M will be partially ordered by setting gl < g2 if

and only if gi(V,W) < g2(V,W) for V in TM. Of course, the

zero metric will be treated as occurred. Concerning these remarks

and Theorem 1, we have the following facts which can be easily proved.

Corollary 11. M can be embedded in R2m+1 by a mapping u

whose components are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Proof. By Theorem 1, there exists an embedding v: M R2m+1

whose components are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations. Then

composition of the mappings

2m+1
M R

2m+1

gives the proof, where i is an identity mapping.

Corollary 12. If g is a positive definite metric induced by

the mapping in Theorem 1, there exists an embedding u of M into

2m+1
IR (also R2m+1) such that g(u) < g and the components of u

are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Proof. Let
u0

be an embedding of M into R2m+1 whose com-

ponents are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations by Theorem 1.

Let u = a u0, where a is sufficiently small number. Then clearly
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the components of u are solutions of the equations, and

g(u) = g(a uo) = a2g(u0) = a2g .

Since a is arbitrarily small, g(u) < g. The proof is complete.

Corollary 13. If g is a positive definite metric on M and

the embeddings in Theorem I are proper, then there exists a proper

embedding of M into 042m+1 (also R.2m+1) such that g(u) < g and

the components of u are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Proof. This can be proved easily by Corollary 12 and Lemma 3 in

Clarke [1] - if g is a positive definitive metric on M, then there

is an embedding 'f of M into R2m for M compact, or into R2in+1

for M non-compact, such that g(f) < g. The proof is complete.

For a Lorentzian manifold to be embedded in a pseudo-euclidean

space, it seems that the embedding mappings must be conveniently con-

structed by the related pseudo-metrics. We can find such methods in

Nash [25], Greene, [9], Clarke [2] and Friedman [4].

Consider now the case of Lorentzian manifolds, where the metric

on it may not be unreasonably taken as of differentiability class C3.

It has become clear from the works of Hawking [12], Geroch [6] and

others that physically vital questions about the nature and exis-

tence of singularities in the universe cannot be separated from con-

siderations of the global properties of such a manifold; the most

important of these are causal properties, that is, those derived from

the relation between points of connectability by a smooth time curve.
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Causal properties are related to the possibility of certain types

of embedding: if an M is smoothly embedded in a hyperbolic pseudo-

euclidean space, then since that euclidean space can contain no closed

time-like curves, neither can M (Clarke [21).

In order for M to be embedded into a pseudo-euclidean space with

one negative eigenvalue of the matrix (g..) for the metric tensor g
ip

(or more generally into Minkowski space), we need to assume M

globally hyperbolic. Thus, we will only consider such a space-time

from now on.

We will write

g = a + a ,
'1 '2

where gl is a negative semi-definite metric and g2 is a positive

definite metric tensor. Each g will be induced by a separate mapping

Then g is considered by a specific one, i.e., the induced metric

by the embedding ul u2.

Lemma 14. If M is a globally hyperbolic manifold, then there exists

' a mapping

1U: M JR
1

such that g(u) < g for a Lorentzian metric g on M, where the com-

ponents of u are all solutions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Proof. This lemma follows from Lemma 8 in Clarke [21 - if M is

globally hyperbolic, then there is a mapping f: M P./ such that



g(f) < g. Let y be a global time function which increases on any

timelike or null curve. This function exists because of the global

hyperbolicity of M.

Moreover, the sets

y-1(t)(MJi(x) and J(y-1(t))(MJ (x)

are compact.

Let A = y-1(0) and put on A a C-function z onto the

-1positive reals so that the sets y Ho,s]) are compact, and extend

on M by dragging along the trajectories of the vector field

normal to the surface y-1(t). At any point with z 0, we may

choose m-2 other coordinates with respect to which the metric may be

written by

g = -w2dy2 + g. .dx.dx. i,j = 1, 2, ..., m-1, and xl = z.
13 i 3

Let f be the mapping from M into e.2 defined by y and z,

1and h be any mapping from R2 to ff. Then the compositions

u =h o f, i.e.,

1 f 2h 1
U: M-*? by M R R

1

can be found, without additional difficulties, to satisfy the condi-

tion of the lemma by the same techniques as in Lemma 8 in Clarke [2].

That is, letting u(p) = ho f(p) = (111(p), u2(p)), ui can be found

as solutions of the d'Alembertian equations such that g(u) < g by

solving the same equations as in the proof of Lemma 8 in Clarke [2];
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W2 2 2(h)2+ MI < M
(}-1-

2

171)
for 1.2 E (M)

where

M2 g=
22

= G(dz,dz)

G being the contravariant metric associated with g. Then we have

g(u) < g (see Clarke [2] for the detailed techniques solving this

equation). The proof of the lemma is complete.

We know that M can be equipped with the induced metric if M

is immersed into a euclidean or pseudo-euclidean space. Thus, the

advantage of considering the induced metrics on M is a more con-

venient point of view for the solution of our problem as was done by

other authors (see Nash [25], Clarke [2], Friedman [4], Greene [9],

etc.).

Theorem 2. If M is a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold

with Ck Lorentzian metrics (k 3) and dimension m, then M can

be embedded into Mr-1 (p a 2m+1) by the mapping whose components

are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations on M. Moreover the

induced metric from this mapping is a Lorentzian metric.

Proof. Since our manifold admits Lorentzian metric g, there

exists Ck-mapping v of M into
IP'1

whose components are solutions

of the d'Alembertian equations on M, and that g(v) < g by Lemma 14.

We have an embedding w of M into
2m+1

whose components are

solutions of the d'Alembertian equations by Theorem 1. Thus
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R1 RT+1
u = u 1.3 w: M2m+1

1

is an embedding, where p e 2m+1. By construction, g(u) = n(u*,u*)

is the induced metric which is a Lorentzian, where n is a Lorentzian

metric on RP+1 The proof of the theorem is complete.
1

By a Minkowski space Fri of dimension n, we mean a manifold

with a flat Lorentzian metric, where Eel is an euclidean space.

More precisely, in terms of the natural coordinates (xi) on Ejl,

En is a space flji whose metric g is expressed in the term

g = -(dx1)2 + (dx2)2 + + (dxn)2.

For the sake of any indefinite geometry in Minkowski space, we

may restate Theorem 2 as the following corollary.

Corollary 15. If M is a globally hypobolic Lorentzian mani-

fold of dimension m, then M can be embedded into a Minkowski

space Ep+1, p 2 2m+1, such that the induced metric on M is

Lorentzian and the components of the embedding are solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations on M.
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IV. THE PROPER EMBEDDINGS OF M INTO
A EUCLIDEAN (PSEUDO-EUCLIDEAN) SPACE

What we have done so far was the topological embedding of M

into a euclidean (pseudo-euclidean) space, that is, the one to one

immersion of M. This realization of an abstract manifold is still

not quite beautiful in some sense. For example, the figure 6 is

topological embedding of a line into 2-dimensional euclidean space,

but it is not proper embedding of the line because of limit point

of the line on one side. Thus it is desirable to get the proper

embeddings of M.

In this chapter we will show that any connected open Lorentzian

manifold M which is globally hyperbolic can be properly embedded

into a euclidean (pseudo-euclidean) space by solutions of the

d'Alembertian equations on M after we have set up several lemmas.

The Runge property of the solutions of the partial differential

equations on M means that any solution of the equation on open sub-

sets or complements of compact subsets of M could be approximated

uniformly by the global solutions of the equations for the certain

topology. This property is true for the case of harmonic equations on

Riemannian manifold (see Malgrange [22], Lax [20] and Aronszajn [1]).

If the Runge property is true for the d'Alembertian equations, we may,

more effectively, prove our desired fact. However this property is

false for the case of the d'Alembertian equations on Lorentzian mani-

fold (see Pli's [29]). Therefore we will approach our goal by carefully

constructing lemmas without using the Runge property.
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A mapping u is proper means that u-1 takes compact sets to

compact sets. In Hirsch ([15], p. 34-38) the following theorem was

shown:

Theorem (*). The set of proper Ck mappings from M into R

(2, > 2m) is an open subset of Ck(M, RZ) in a topology (this topo-

logy is the one described on pages 43-45 by replacing R by R ).

Using this theorem and our lemmas constructed, we can get the

next lemma.

Lemma 16. The set of proper mappings which maps from M into R2m4-1

is an open subset of dDI(M) in the strong topology of distributions.

Proof. It is enough to show that if a mapping uo is proper,

then there exists a positive number E and a bounded subset A of

E(M) such that V(u0' - A'
6) is a neighborhood of

u0
consisting of

0

proper mappings.

Since an inclusion mapping

: Ck(M, R2m+1 -4- OM

is a continuous linear mapping in its own topology and the strong

topology of JY(M) (see on page 45), there exists 61-neighborhood

W of
uo

in Ck(M, 22m+1) and U of
uo

in orTy(M) such that

(,(W)C U, where

U =Lja,3V(u0: Ba,63)
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the B's are bounded subsets of T (M), the 6 's are positive
0

numbers and the V(uo: Ba,y's are basic neighborhood of uo.

By theorem (*) above, we can assume that W is a neighborhood of

u0
consisting of proper mappings. Let K be a compact subset of

2m+1
then u-1(K) is a compact subset of M for u E W since

is a proper mapping of M into R2m+1. Let X be intersections of

u-1(K) for all u E W, i.e.,

-x = u1 (K) .

ueW

then X is a compact subset of M.

A semi-norm of
u-u0

on X can be computed for a bounded set A as

follows:

Ilu - uollA = supku - u,¢>1 for all (1) 6 A
X,A

where

AC (UaBcx)n CC0 (X) C Cc°0 (M) , u, u0 E W .

By (1) on page 31, we have a constant cl > 0 such that

Take c such that

lu - uol

Thus we have

<_
A c1

maxlu -
u0

< 00

X
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Ilu - uol

A '5' c11



<
c11 if

cicl cl

6<61 if
El

<
cis?

.

Let V(u0 : A,c) = fu e W <u - uo,¢> <E, ¢ E Al. Then
V(uo: A'c)

is a neighborhood of u0 in the strong topology of distributions and

consists of proper mappings. The proof of the lemma is complete.

Theorem 3. The set of proper embeddings of a compact subset X

of M into IR,2m+1 such that the components of the mapping are solu-

tions of the d'Alembertian equations is an open set in the strong

topology of distributions.

Proof. By Lemma 8 and Lemma 16, it is the intersection of two

open sets. The proof of the theorem is complete.

A mapping u: M R is said to be a closed mapping if u

takes closed sets to closed sets. We know that an embedding

U: M iIR s proper if and only if u is closed mapping.

From this remark and Theorem 3, we have the following fact.

Corollary 17. The set of closed embeddings of a compact subset

X of M into R2m+1 such that the components of the mapping are

solutions of the d'Alembertian equation is an open set in the strong

topology of distributions.

Let us recall that the following statements for the proper

mappings of M into are equivalent:
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A mapping f: M Ida is proper if and only if for each

compact subset K of R!g,f-I(K) is compact.

Let f be an embedding of M into P/R4. f is proper if and

only if f is a closed mapping.

Let L(f) be the limit set of f, that is,

L(f) = {y E R 1 for each divergent sequence
{xn}

in M

f(xn) = yn
converges to y in R 1.

Then f is proper if and only if L(f) ( f(M) =

Let M* and ( R )* be one-point compactifications of M

and R.2" respectively, and extend f: M R to a mapping

F: M* ( )* by letting F(03) = 00. Then f is proper continuous

if and only if F is continuous (Hirsch [15] and Whitney [40]).

From these investigations of the equivalent statements for

the proper embeddings, it can easily be seen that statement (4) is the

most useful for our purpose because of our manifolds and solutions of

the partial differential equations. Before we prove Lemma 18, we will

briefly recall the global hyperbolicity of manifold. Manifold M has

to satisfy the global hyperbolicity in order to be considered the

global solutions of the d'Alembertian equation on M (see Chapter

II). We also know that, in such a case, M admits a global time func-

tion and the global cauchy surfaces (simply cauchy surfaces). More-

over, if M is the global hyperbolic, then the following facts are

true (Hawking and Ellis [14], Friedlander [3]);

M = IR x N, where N is m-1 dimensional manifold and cauchy

surface.



M= D4-(N) U D-(N)

The strong causality on M holds, and C(p,q) is compact

set for all p and q in M.

To get a proper mapping u: M 1Rq, it is necessary that u be con-

sidered on the whole manifold because (1)-(4) on page 71. Thus M

should be satisfied with the global hyperbolicity. The following

lemma is based on the techniques of Friedlander [3] and Hawking and

Ellis [14].

Lemma 18. Let M be a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold and

{a1} be a sequence of real numbers. Then there exists a solution u

of the d'Alembertian equation on M, and a sequence of compact subsets

M such that1

U: K ->- IR and u a. on X.1

where

x.0 X. and
1+1

=11

Proof. Let N be a cauchy surface of the globally hyperbolic

Lorentzian manifold M. Then M = D+(N)JD(N) and the fundamental

solutions of the d'Alembertian equations on M vanishes on M -

or M - J (N). It is enough to consider our desired solutions of the

equation on J+(N) because solutions on J (N) can be similarly

taken, and the sum of these two solutions can be a global solution of

the equation on M which satisfies the lemma. Since M =IR x N, each

Dol x N is a cauchy surface.
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Thus we can first consider a coordinate neighborhood U of a point of

N such that

U(mN = {xlx, = 0} .

U may be taken as a causal neighborhood of the point of N if neces-

sary. By letting x = (xl,x*), the cauchy data given

u(0,x*) =
uo(x*)

a for a given real number a, and

1u(0,x*) = u1(x*)
0 .

Let us assume these functions
uo

and
u1,

are smooth on 17(-1\1.

un(x*) = 1.11(0,x*) can be computed, for n 2, from 110, ul, and the

equationn-2(0u) = 0. To convert the formal series in
x1

into a
1

convergent series, let a(t) E C( IF) be such that
0

0 .5 a .5 1,

a=l for

= 0 for Itl ?. 1 .

Then, choosing a sequence of positive number lcn1, which increases

sufficiently rapidly, the series

xn
I
un(x*)

1 a(cx
n! n

n=0

converges in U to a function v, and uniformly in the maximal com-

pact subset of U (see Friedlander L31). By our assumptions above



and 4-6 in Friedlander [2], v is a formal solution of the

d'Alembertian equation on U with the cauchy data on U ri N. More-

over, v 2 a on the maximal compact subset of U. It is possibly

guaranteed by the condition, ul(x*) 1 0 (see the minimum principle in

Protter and Weinberger [30], e.g., assigning more restricted data as

u1(x*)
0 and

un(x*)
0 (n 1 3 odd) if

x1
is negative), the

series above has values which are larger than a on the maximal com-

pact subset of U.

Now let {U} be a locally finite covering of N by coordinate

neighborhoods of this type, and denote the union of the Ui by W.

Let (q} be a partition of unity defined on W, subordinated to this

covering. By carrying out the constructions just described in each

vi with the cauchy data on U.nN, and letting v = v isi 1 1

a solution of the equation on W with the cauchy data on tin N (see

more detailed explanations in Friedlander [3]) such that it vanishes

outside of W because we have, in terms of the local coordinate in

each U.,

a) v. + v. cb.iii . iii
1

1 CP4 = 1 ,

alCbj =
j

Moreover, since for each maximal compact subset of
Uk

and given real

number
ak

we have

v =

74

v = v.sbi ak ¢i = ak
±



by the construction of Uk, v ?_

ak
on the maximal compact subset of

Uk.

Let x be the characteristic function of J+(N) such that

X = 1 on W

= 0 on J+(N) - W.

Consider the equation

Ow x E]v on J+(N) .

Then

0 = Ow = x Dv = 1 Dv = Dv on w

could be w = v on W. Therefore we can similarly solve the equation

= x -[]v = 0 on J-1-(N)

Le., Ow = x Dv = 0 Dv = 0 on J-4-(N) - W .

In other words, it would be similarly done by taking the cauchy data

on the cauchy surface {b} x N for some b in R. This solution w

may possibly be taken a non-negative function by assigning suitable

cauchy data as above. Thus u = v + w is a solution of the

d'Alembertian equation on J1-(N). Let {Xi} be a sequence of compact

subsets such that

x. = J (N)
1+1
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and X. contains the maximal compact subset of U. for all j

but not the maximal compact subset of tjk for k > i. Then, by our

constructions

u a a_ on Xi for each i and given real number ai.

The proof of our lemma is complete.

We will show examples which are related to Lemma 18 by taking

Minkowski space. Let M be el with Lorentzian metric. We know

that if the cauchy problem is

Du = 0 on 0 ,

u(0,x) =
u0 (x)

= u1(x)t=0

and
u0' u1

are smooth functions on im-1, then a representation of

global solution of the d'Alembertian equation on in is

B
u(t,x) = u (x) * (G - C) + u (x) * (G - G)

0 (x) + - 1 (x) + -

where G+ and G are fundamental solutions of the equations for the

past and future emissions respectively, and * means convolution
(x)

with respect to x (see Treves [38]). From this representation, let

us compute the next examples.
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Examples. Consider the cauchy problem;



where Ai is past or future emission. Then, by usual computations,

x+t
u(t,x) = + x) + uo(t-x) + f ul(y)dyl

x-t

ir{2a. 10} a. on X.,
1

where is compact subset of1

x+t
b =J u (y)dy on X.

1 1
x-t

Next, consider the cauchy problem;

= 0 on R3

u(0,x,y) = uo(x,y),

= u1 (x,y)
t=0

where
u0

and
u1

are Ck or C on R2, and in addition, for

given a.,
1

uttu0(x,y)
a., u

1(x,y)
and
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containing the cauchy surface, and

0
t=0

Du = 0 on R2

at

u(0,x)

t=0

= uo(x),

= u/(x)

where
u0

and
uI

are Ck or C on R, and in addition, for given

real number a., u0 -
a. and u1 ?. 0 on the cauchy surface in Ai,



on the cauchy surface in L.
Then we have the solution

1 rr u1
(x+w,y+z)

u(t,x,y) = u (x,y)
4.0 27 .1)w2+z2<t2 /2_w2-z2

u
t
(x+w,y+z)

+ f at ff dw dz .

27
0 w2+z2<t2 /t2....w2-z2

Moreover,

u(t,x,y) ai + b a ai on

where

u1 (x+z,y+z)
rt. dw dzb = 27 Ji
w +z2

2 _2 /2 2 2vt -w -z

utt
(x+w,y+z)

+ - f at f f dw dz on X. .

27
0 w2+z2<t2 i2 2 2

Similarly we can get that, for given ai, u(t,x,y,z) aa1 on suitable

compact subset Xi of R4 and the m-dimensional case can also be done

by the similar way. We took the above representations of solutions

of the equations from Treves [38] and Protter and Weinberger [30].

Moreover the additional condition of the cauchy data above are closely

related to the minimum principle, that is, if

n-1

n-1 (Du) _S. 0 in 2, and

dw dz
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is proper by (4) on page 71.
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u
(0,

x1, xn)
0, i = 1, n

where 2 is a domain of t 0 containing the characteristic cone of

each of its points, then the minimum value of u in 2 must occur at

t = 0 (see Protter and Weinberger [30]). Therefore our examples

described above are reasonable and, as we know, the Huygen's principle

does not interfere with our example.

Now we will show the existence of proper mapping of M to 244

whose components are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Lemma 19. If M is globally hyperbolic, then there exists a proper

+1
mapping u: M

m
R whose components are solutions of the

d'AleMbertian equations on M.

Proof. By Lemma 18, for given real numbers {a.}, there exist

solutionsu.,i = 1,2, . , m+1, of the equations on M such that

if fx.1 is one of Lemma 18, then

u, (p) 2 a. for each i and all p E x. .1 3

By assigning suitable a.,

.lim
A. 1

u.
-4-

(p) = m for each i .j 00pE
3

Therefore the mapping u: M 4 Rr.n+1 defined by

P (u1 (P), um+1(P))



The proof of the lemma is complete.

Now, using these lemmas and the results in the previous chapter,

the following theorem can be proved.

Theorem 4. Any Lorentzian manifold M of dimension m which

is global hyperbolic can be properly embedded into R2m+1 by solu-

tions of the d'Alembertian equations.

Proof. By Theorem 1 there exists an embedding

u = (111,
u2m+1)

: M R

whose components are solutions of the d'Alembertian equations on M.

Letasequence{a.}of real numbers by
3

i
a. = max(2 max ( max luk(P)1), 3) .
3 i «pEX. 1 - k - 2m+1

3

where {X.} is one of Lemma 18

i = 1, . ,m+1, and j = 1, 2, .

Thom a. a j for each i.

Now,wecanchoosesolutionsv.of the equations on M, as those of

Lemma 18 on X. for each i, such that, by Lemma 19, the mapping

V = (v1, vm+1): M Rm+1

could be a proper mapping in terms of solutions of the d'Alembertian

equations on M and v a j on i.
i

X.

2m+1
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As we did in Lemma 8, the functions
v1 vm+11 u1, u2m+1

together form a proper embedding of M into R3m+2. And, using the

same projection techniques in Lemma 8 successively, we can choose real

numbers
bk,k as close to zero as desired, in the strong topology of

distributions, so that the mapping w: M 2m+1

m+1 m+1

P
-

(P) - b u
(p)' v2 (p) - b2,kum+k(p)m+9,

k=1 ' k=1

m+1 m+1

vm+1(p) - bum+2,(p)1 u1(p) - bm+2,um+k(p)
k=1 2.=1

m+1

Urn (P)- b2m+1,kum+k(p) )

k=1

is an embedding of M into
2m+1

as we described in Lemma 8. More-

over, this w is a proper mapping.

In fact, let b as lb
k,Z

each i,

m+1

v(p) - 1 b. u (p)m+k
k=1

1
- (m+1)

m+1
sup max lu(p)1

7 xl

> i i> 1.- a. -- fl-a._

eincelf.470>ai:on .1 7 7

Letting j approach 00, this mapping becomes a proper mapping of M

by Lemma 18.

The proof of the theorem is complete.

1
for all k,Z. Then, for

m+1
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Finally the next corollary can be proved easily from Theorem 4

and the same method as the proof of Theorem 2.

Corollary 20. Any globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold M of

dimension m can be properly embedded into_p+1 ( 2m+1) by solu-

tions of the d'Alembertian equation on M.



CONCLUSION

We can show that any connected open globally hyperbolic Lorentzian

manifold M of dimension in can be topologically embedded into 2n+1R

_10+1
and wr 2m+1) by solutions of the d'Alembertian equations after

1

adopting the strong topology of distributions and developing many

lemmas. However, it is necessary that we should add more conditions

on our manifold in order to get the proper embeddings of M because

of the properties of the manifold, solutions of the d'Alembertian

equations on M and the properties of the proper mapping. Thus if

any connected open Lorentzian manifold M is globally hyperbolic,

then M can be properly embedded into R2m+1 and into

(p 2m+1).
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APPENDIX

The symbol, I±, on page 25, was adopted from Hawking and Ellis

[14].

L. Markus. Line element fields and Lorentz structures on dif-

ferential manifolds. Annals of Mathematics, 62, No. 1 (1965).

On page 64 y-1([o,s]) is compact means that y-1(o,s]) (Th J±(x)

is compact.

In Lemma 1 on page 18, U is actually contained in J+(A), i.e.,

U C2 J+(A)
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